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1.0 Report Overview
This report provides the implementation status of the Demonstration Program to
Accelerate Design Efforts for Military Construction Projects Carried out Using DesignBuild Selection Procedures. This pilot program is referred to as the “Design-Build Early
Start” (DBES) demonstration. A preliminary evaluation of the use of this temporary
authority and recommendations are provided as required in P.L. 108-375, Section 2807,
as amended by P.L. 109-163, Section 2807.

2.0 Demonstration Purpose
The FY 2005 National Defense Authorization Act provides authority to the Department
of Defense to execute the design phase of a limited number of design-build (DB) projects
before Congress authorizes the project and appropriates funds. This Act also allows the
continued use of design funds for the design phase of the DB contract after Congress
authorizes the project. The FY 2006 National Defense Authorization Act extends the
expiration of this authority until September 30, 2008. Section 3.0 of this report provides
the Authorization Act language.
The pilot program’s intent is to accelerate the design-build process by allowing design to
precede project authorization, equivalent to the traditional design-bid-build process, so
that construction can proceed immediately upon receipt of the project authorization and
appropriation. The following is an illustration of this objective as it relates to each
delivery method’s timeframe.
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3.0 Pilot Program Authorization
The FY 2005 National Defense Authorization Act excerpt that follows provides authority
for starting the design effort of a design-build project for a limited number of MILCON
projects before Congress approves the project and appropriates the funds. The Army,
Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps are each permitted up to two pilot projects per fiscal
year.
Sec. 2807. TEMPORARY AUTHORITY TO ACCELERATE DESIGN EFFORTS FOR MILITARY
CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS CARRIED OUT USING DESIGN-BUILD SELECTION
PROCEDURES
Section 2305a of title 10, United States Code, is amended by adding at the end the following new
subsection:
"(f) Special Authority for Military Construction Projects.--(1) The Secretary of a military
department may use funds available to the Secretary under section 2807(a) or 18233(e) of this
title to accelerate the design effort in connection with a military construction project for which
the two-phase selection procedures described in subsection (c) are used to select the contractor
for both the design and construction portion of the project before the project is specifically
authorized by law and before funds are appropriated for the construction portion of the project.
Notwithstanding the limitations contained in such sections, use of such funds for the design
portion of a military construction project may continue despite the subsequent authorization of
the project. The advance notice requirement of section 2807(b) of this title shall continue to apply
whenever the estimated cost of the design portion of the project exceeds the amount specified in
such section.
(2) Any military construction contract that provides for an accelerated design effort, as
authorized by paragraph (1), shall include as a condition of the contract that the liability of the
United States in a termination for convenience may not exceed the actual costs incurred as of the
termination date.
(3) For each fiscal year during which the authority provided by this subsection is in effect, the
Secretary of a military department may select not more than two military construction projects to
include the accelerated design effort authorized by paragraph (1) for each armed force under the
jurisdiction of the Secretary. To be eligible for selection under this subsection, a request for the
authorization of the project, and for the authorization of appropriations for the project, must
have been included in the annual budget of the President for a fiscal year submitted to Congress
under section 1105(a) of title 31.
(4) Not later than March 1, 2007, the Secretary of Defense shall submit to the congressional
defense committees a report evaluating the usefulness of the authority provided by this subsection
in expediting the design and construction of military construction projects. The authority
provided by this subsection expires September 30, 2007, except that, if the report required by this
paragraph is not submitted by March 1, 2007, the authority shall expire on that date."
The FY 2006 National Defense Authorization Act excerpt that follows extends the expiration of authority
to conduct this pilot program to September 30, 2008.
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Sec. 2807. USE OF DESIGN-BUILD SELECTION PROCEDURES TO ACCELERATE DESIGN
EFFORT IN CONNECTION WITH MILITARY CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
(a) CLARIFICATION OF CONDITION ON CONTRACTS.—Paragraph (2) of subsection (f) of
section 2305a of title 10, United States Code, is amended to read as follows:
“(2) Any military construction contract that provides for an accelerated design effort, as
authorized by paragraph (1), shall include as a condition of the contract that the liability of the
United States in a termination for convenience before funds are first made available for
construction may not exceed an amount attributable to the final design of the project.”
(b) DURATION OF AUTHORITY; REPORT.—Paragraph (4) of such subsection is amended by
striking “2007” each place it appears and inserting “2008”.

4.0 Goals & Objectives
The overall goal of the DBES demonstration program is to determine whether this
approach should become an alternate MILCON project delivery method in addition to the
existing traditional design-bid-build and design-build methods.
The determination will be made by regular collection of data related to a limited number
of pilot projects appropriated in FY 2006 through FY 2009 within the Army, Navy, Air
Force, and Marine Corps. Data will be compared against key elements considered in
traditional project delivery methods.
There are two major objectives to be evaluated. The first is to determine if the
construction phase can start earlier using DBES than when using traditional DB delivery,
resulting in a net reduction in the overall time to deliver a completed facility. The second
objective is to evaluate the ability to start the design phase in advance of receiving
MILCON construction appropriations while still sustaining an integrated and continuous
design-build process.
4.1 Start Construction Phase of DB Contract Earlier
The DBES model employs a single-priced contract line item encompassing the
design and construction of the facility, with the price broken into the design phase
and the construction phase on two separate exhibit line items. MILCON design
funds are initially used to award the DBES contract by funding the design exhibit
line item. The funding for the construction exhibit line item is contingent upon
congressional authorization and appropriation of construction funds.
4.2 Maintain Integrated/Continuous Design-Construction Process
Design funds continue to be used for contractor and in-house design efforts after
design-build contract award per this demonstration’s specific authorization
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language. This requires appropriate costing and charging during the construction
phase. The DBES delivery method can maintain an integrated and almost
seamless continuous design-construction process dependent upon due diligence
and commitment from all agencies and parties involved in the timely appropriation
of construction funds.

5.0 Challenges Encountered
The DBES delivery alternative presents some risk factors and additional challenges. The
following challenges were encountered.
5.1 Developing Appropriate Contract Structure
The initial approach to structure the DBES contract was to use a base contract for
the design phase with an option for the construction phase. Two FY 2006 pilot
projects were awarded using this approach and three others were in the process of
soliciting proposals when a legal concern was raised, i.e., that awarding a base
contract for only the design effort does not constitute a true design-build contract
because the construction option is severable from the design effort. In effect, the
base award is purely a design contract subject to the Brooks Act selection
procedure. As a result of this concern, the solicitations for the three un-awarded
contracts were retracted and removed from the pilot program.
A new approach to the contract structure was subsequently developed using a
single contract line item (CLIN) for design and construction with two exhibit line
items (ELIN’s) within it for distinguishing the design phase of the contract from
the construction phase. The entire DBES contract is thus awarded under the single
CLIN while only the design ELIN is initially funded.
5.2 Delayed Appropriations
Typically, DoD construction agents have received MILCON construction funds
during mid-December during the last several years. A December 15th target for
proceeding with the construction phase of the DBES contract was established for
all pilot projects. Each pilot project could then determine its own date to initiate
the design phase, depending on specific project parameters and the time needed to
prepare for construction.
Unfortunately, the mid-December target date was overly optimistic during the first
three years of the demonstration. FY 2006 MILCON construction funds arrived at
the construction agents in mid-February 2006; FY 2007 construction funds arrived
in late March 2007; FY 2008 construction funds arrived in mid-February 2008.
Contractor delay claims were avoided by early recognition and schedule
5

adjustments by the construction agents, and contractor interest in supporting the
DBES demonstration projects. Nonetheless, the potential for schedule delays and
resulting contractor claims remains a significant risk factor.
5.3 Handling Design Funds Used on DB Contract
The construction cost estimate reflected on the DoD form 1391 (Military
Construction Project Data) submitted with the budget request to Congress
becomes the baseline project construction cost, against which subsequent cost
changes are compared to determine whether the cost increase has exceeded the
reprogramming threshold. The question arose as to whether design funds used on
DBES contracts should be included in the baseline construction cost for this
purpose.
On one hand, all costs for a traditional design-build contract are included in the
baseline construction cost because the entire contract is considered a
“construction” contract, including the design requirement. Likewise, the entire
DBES contract is a single “construction” contract and the total contract cost is the
construction cost.
On the other hand, design funds expended prior to the award of a traditional
design-build contract are not included with the baseline construction cost because
they are used only for design and can easily be differentiated from construction
costs. By extension, design funds used on DBES contracts should likewise be
excluded.
The Department decided that MILCON design funds for DBES projects should
not be included in the baseline construction cost.
5.4 Cancelled Pilot Procurements
There were a total of nine Pilot Projects’ procurements cancelled: three FY 2006
projects, three FY 2007 projects, and three FY 2008 projects.
The FY 2006 procurements and one FY 2007 procurement were cancelled
following the legal concern described in section 5.1.
One FY 2007 procurement involved using a two-phased selection process on an
existing task order. When this was determined to be inappropriate, there was
insufficient time to revise the approach to conform to the requirements of the
DBES pilot program and still make an early award.
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Several projects received proposals exceeding the funds available. The time
necessary to hold discussions with the proposers and to receive acceptable
proposals precluded them from making an early award.
One FY 2008 project experienced a process delay due to National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) requirements that removed it from the possibility of making an
early award. More specifics are provided in Appendix A (Cancelled DBES Pilot
Procurements).
5.5 Handling Construction Bonding Requirement
Normally, a design-build contract award requires a single performance and
payment bond for the entire scope of the contract prior to issuance of the Notice to
Proceed. Contractors warned that bonding companies would be reluctant to insure
projects not yet authorized and funded.
As a solution, the Department asked prospective DBES contractors to submit only
certifications of adequate bonding capacity rather than the bonds themselves. The
actual performance and payment bond is not required until the Department
receives construction funding and releases the contractor for construction.

6.0 Current Program Status
DoD has awarded nine DBES projects between FY 2006 and FY 2008: two Army, one
Navy, four Air Force, and two Marine Corps. Specific project information is provided in
Appendix B (Current Status of Pilot Projects).

7.0 Metrics Utilized to Evaluate Results
The following metrics were developed to evaluate the results of the DBES demonstration.
Appendix C provides the data collected to date. Some of the data is not yet available as it
is dependent on the completion of the pilot projects and only one has been completed to
date.
7.1 Cost Impacts
• The design-build total contract cost including initial cost, final cost and overall
cost growth - to determine whether the Department paid a premium using this
delivery method
• DBES contract design cost - how much was paid for the contractor’s design
• Project delay/escalation cost - to determine if there was any increase in cost
due to late receipt of construction funds
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7.2 Schedule Impacts
• Facility delivery time performance - compares the Beneficial Occupancy Date
(BOD) to the BOD’s for other normal design-build project of the same general
dollar amount and in the same fiscal year
• DB contract duration - captures the primary contract award date, planned BOD
and actual BOD to determine whether planned schedules are achieved and
whether pilots are completed either earlier or faster than regular design-build
projects.
• Success in predicting construction funds receipt - compares the actual date to
the December 15 target date
7.3 Lessons Learned
The DBES pilot program has generated several key observations and lessons:
• Delays in receiving construction appropriations for DBES projects may negate
any economic benefits from starting early.
• There was no significant impact if the intended early start pilot procurement
was cancelled. Solicitations were revised or amended quickly to revert to the
normal design-build contract approach.
• Specific milestones are needed to evaluate this execution method-- e.g., the
dates when the construction agent receives the construction funds for the
project and the date the DBES contractor is given notice to proceed with
construction through a contract modification.

8.0 Demonstration Results
8.1 Pros and Cons
The pilot program provides the following benefits compared to the traditional
design-build delivery process:
o DBES projects can initiate sooner than conventionally funded design-build
projects if design funds are available in advance of the MILCON
construction appropriations.
o Any currently available MILCON design funds can be used to award the
DBES contract when needed.
o DBES authority helps emphasize use of two-phase design-build selection
procedure.
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Concerns about the DBES approach include the following:
o The uncertainty of construction being authorized and funded may translate
to higher proposal cost, based upon risk of cost escalation and availability
of subcontractors.
o Potential claims may be filed against the Department should construction
funds be delayed or not appropriated at all.
8.2 Industry/Client Feedback
Feedback from DBES contractors and facility users was mixed. In general, both
see the potential advantages in starting early as long as the construction funds
arrive close to the target date. Since construction funds did not arrive until well
after the target date of December 15 during all three years of this pilot program,
many of those advantages were not fully realized—although this did not result in
significant project cost increases. Specific comments obtained are provided in
Appendix C (DBES Metrics).
8.3 Conclusions
The department cannot draw final conclusions on the benefits of the program until
the last of the nine pilot projects are complete, expected in 2009. Nonetheless, the
data from awarding the pilot projects suggests that the DBES approach does
benefit the project schedule by allowing construction to start approximately four to
five months sooner than with conventional design-build acquisition. These results
validate the primary program goal.
The DBES approach appears to be cost-neutral but carries risk of higher cost due
to the potential for construction funding delay. Traditional design-build projects
typically proceed with construction four to five months after contract award. The
DBES projects averaged six to seven months between the design phase contract
award and the notice to proceed with construction. This longer time period was
largely caused by the delay in receiving construction funds. Such delays could
generate cost increases due to wage/material price adjustments or contractor delay
claims, although this did not actually occur with the pilot projects.
.
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